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BULMANN LEGACY DOCKS
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STURDY CONSTRUCTION

As a waterfront homeowner, being able to 
enjoy your view is a big part of lakefront 
living.  The first thing you'll notice about our 
Legacy Dock is it's aesthetic. We have given 
careful consideration to minimize the 
amount of visible hardware and structure, 
which results in an unmatched clean 
appearance and simplistic style. 

Bulmann Docks are the sturdiest portable docks 
on the market. We have specially designed every 
part of our Legacy Dock System to have the best 
strength to weight ratio possible. The aluminum 
extrusions and the vinyl decking are engineered 
explicitly for our dock system. Each dock section 
has internal supports linking all of the planks 
together. The invisible support works similarly to 
how rebar works in concrete.

Bulmann Legacy Dock has been in produc-
tion for 20+ years. The design has been so 
reliable that on our home lake, Lake Charlev-
oix in Northern Michigan, there are custom-
ers still using 20 year old sections. Designed 
to last, look beautiful, and add function with 
accessories, Legacy Dock will forever change 
how you use your lakefront.

ELEGANT DESIGN

TRIED AND TRUE
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Bulmann Docks feature an industry-best, 
2” thick, maintenance-free vinyl decking. 
We tread each plank with a stylish 
non-skid diamond pattern. The pattern is 
cut into the surface with round cutters, 
which eliminates any sharp edges making 
it easier to clean. The vinyl decking 
doesn’t conduct heat, so it stays cool even 
on the hottest summer days. Also, it’s 
much quieter than aluminum decking. 
Colors include white, gray, and tan.

The aluminum structure makes the dock 
lightweight and maintenance-free. A stan-
dard 4’x10’ Bulmann Dock top weighs only 
110 lbs. and an average leg stand weighs 
only 25 lbs. Every leg stand has conven-
tional braces welded in place for superior 
strength. The stylish anodized aluminum 
side rails will not tarnish or oxidize, keep-
ing your Bulmann Dock looking good as 
new! 

ALUMINUM FRAME

VINYL DECKING

HARDWARE COMPONENTS
Bulmann Dock & Lift uses stainless steel, 
aluminum, and silicon bronze for all bolts, 
nuts, and screws. This combination of top 
quality material prevents corrosion, making 
adjustments trouble-free.

Industry leading 5/20 dock warranty!Bulmann Dock & Lift offers the best dockwarranty in the industry. See dealer or manufacturer for details.



SUPERIOR MODULARITY
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One of our design goals for Legacy Dock was easy installation and removal. Start by placing the dock top 
onto the leg stands and secure with our user-friendly tab lock pins. Leg stands are also adjustable by loos-
ening the set screws and telescoping the leg in and out until it is at the appropriate length. Perpendicular 
sections and some accessories attach to our innovative hangers. Hangers connect to the side rail bolt slots 
without drilling any holes. These bolt slots allow multiple fixtures to be moved or added to your dock, 
making it truly modular. If and when it’s time for the removal of the dock, pull out the pins and carry or float 
the dock tops to shore. Being able to remove the legs makes handling the sections more manageable and 
takes less room to store.  



Let your imagination run free! Our dock system is so modular that almost any configu-
ration is possible. Legacy Dock tops come in 4’ and 6’ widths. Available lengths are 4’, 
6’, 7’, 8’, or 10’ as well as left and right angle sections. Dream Dock is available in widths 
of 3’, 4’, and 5’. Lengths are 4’, 5’, 8’, and 10’.  Our side rail bolt slots make setting up 
easy and rearranging the dock without drilling possible. The bolt slots are also used to 
install most accessories.

DESIGN FLEXIBILITY
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DREAM DOCK
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The Flip N’ Clip
Step 1

Step 2

Step 3

Place deckless dock section
into saddles upright.

Flip N’ Clip the cams, locking in 
the section from moving.

Tip in the dock section.

Decking Options:

Dream Dock combines 25 years of industry experience with the ideas and interests of our customers 
and dealers. This section dock gives you the ability to tailor your dock to your preferences and needs. 

Dream Dock can be installed in a variety of ways. 
Carry them out in the water,  Flip N’ Clip them in 
from the top, or even have your local dealer place 
them with a fork barge. Use whichever method 
works best for your lakefront home.

Vented (Sunwalk) available in tan and grey.
Marine Board available in white, grey, and tan.

Multiple Installation Methods

VIDEOS



Leg Stand Break Down
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Below: Dream Dock frames and legs stacked for seasonal storage.

Above: Dream Dock System with Double PWC, and Class I Lifts.

Hinge Assembly

No Visible Hardware
A top-down view of consecutive sections looks like one seamless 
section. The dock shows no visible hardware from the sides and has 
no uneven or unsightly poles sticking up above the dock.

Modularity
Adjust your layout as you please. Connection saddles mount to leg 
stands or in the accessory rail to crease finger piers or patio sections. 
You can adjust slip direction, overall length, and move accessory 
placement 

YOUR DREAM IN ACTION
To install, follow the Flip N Clip instructions on 
the front page. Place your decking panels and 
repeat until your system is complete!

Add any of our accessories into the accessory 
rail. We have furniture, fishing rod holders, and 
more in stock for your dock. 

After removing decking panels, simply unclip and 
lift to remove. This motion breaks suction. Pick 
up the section and walk it back to shore!

No other sectional system will store as simply as 
Dream Dock. Unhinge the legs and place them in 
the section for stacking! 

Leg stands will lock into the dock tops with no tools required. The 
sections can disassemble with ease, leaving a smaller footprint for 
storage over the winter.

 1

 3

 2

 4

Tool-Less Leveling
Adjust the leg length of your dock with ease. Star knobs keep the 
inner leg locked into the outer leg. Bring your level, and you’ll be 
sitting on an even dock in no time!



Equipment Accessories
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The modularity of our dock allows us to 
provide stability through numerous 
methods. The proper combination of 
additional stability depends on your lake 
bottom. Your local dealership can help 
you determine your needs.

Made from 
durable materi-
als, these can 
be mounted on 
dock tops or on 
a post to save 
deck space.

Gain a water 
and electric 

hookup at the 
end of your 

dock with one 
of our Power 

Pedestals!

Give boats the 
ability to moor 
on your dock 
safely by adding 
a fold down cleat 
to your dock. 

Hide the hook-
ups for your 

power pedestal 
under the dock 

using our 
mountable 

utility channels.

Stability

Utility

Equipment accessories provide additional functionality to your dock. For example, solar 
lights can make using it at night easier. We split them into stability, utility, accessibility, 
and decking protection.

Additional Stability

Connects the legstand to the dock top to provide front to back support. 

Covered by our vertical bumper posts, the auger system keeps the dock 
system in place year round in high wind areas.

An alternative footpad for very mucky and muddy lake bottoms.

Description

Connects the sides of a legstand to provide additional side to side support in 
deep water applications.

Standard Brace

Deep-water Brace

High Wind Auger 
Tie Down System

Mudshoes

Solar Light Power Pedestal

Fold Down Cleat Utility Channel



Equipment Accessories
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Accessibility Make your dock easier to use with these accessories.

Leg length adjusts 
to reach the lake 
bottom. No drilling 
required, comes in 
3, 4, and 5 step.

Change elevation
one section at a
time. 

Large steps, 
sturdy handrails, 
& adjustable 
footpad length. 
3 to 9 step sizes. 
Great for people 
and paws!

Decking 
Protection

Bumpers - These soft vinyl bumpers protect both 
your dock and any boat that may be mooring.

Bird Stop Posts - 
Pictured below, our bird 
stop posts provide a 
place to secure bird line, 
discouraging waterfowl 
from landing on it. 

CornerVerticalIntegrated
Soft horizon-
tal vinyl bum-

pers that 
install without 

hardware!

Mounting with side 
bolts into the acces-

sory track. Also 
mounts the high 

wind auger system. 

Pair with 
integrated 

bumpers to 
fully cover 
your dock. 

Staircase

Step Down
Bracket

Swim Ladder

Dock Guide 
Step
Gives you 
another stable 
point to board 
a boat.



Furniture Accessories
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The best cosmetic upgrades in the industry.

Seating

Bench - Made using our vinyl planks, our bench 
saves space on dock and has an optional arm-
rest cup holder. 

This accessory offers 
something for everyone, 
this accessory works 
great as a drink holder, 
speaker stand, and espe-
cially at holding fishing 
equipment. 

Rod/Drink 
Holder

Sunset Bench - The sunset bench offers a bench style
seat with a center table. The mount spans across the 
section underneath, spreading out the weight.   

Cafe Set - This 3-piece set includes swivel chairs, a 
center table with umbrella slot, and support 
mounts that cross the entire dock section.



Furniture Accessories
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Aesthetics

Storage
Dock Box

Store your boating 
equipment, fishing 
tackle, toys, and more 
in a convenient place. 
The lid doubles as a 
seat, and brackets 
mount it off of the dock 
top.

Dimensions:50”x29”x29”

Sunset Dock Box

This box features a zip 
cover enclosure that 
protects your items 
from the elements. It 
similarly stores off the 
dock top, saving you 
deck space.
Dimensions: 45”x21”x24”

SUP Kayak Rack

With no drilling, these 
aluminum brackets 
will create a shelf 
style storing option 
for your dock. If 
interested, ask us 
about our single shelf 
kayak rack.

Standing Kayak Rack

Designed for on 
shore storage, this 
rack will house up to 
six kayaks or boards. 
The aluminum frame 
will weather the 
elements for years to 
come.

Flag Pole Mount - Fly your 
favorite flags all summer 
long. The mount also fits 
Dorey Poles. Talk to your 
local dealership about 
ordering flags.

Flower Box - Mounted to 
the side of the dock and 
made from marine grade 
material, these boxes will 
last. They include drain-
age holes on the bottom 
that lead off the dock. 

Shepherd’s Hook - this 
hook will allow you to 
hang baskets, lanterns, 
or other lightweight
decorations. 
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PERSONAL WATERCRAFT LIFT
          & SMALL BOAT LIFT

Looking for a personal watercraft or small boat lift? Between our three models, you can find 
the perfect fit. These lifts are built with the highest quality material to withstand the abuse of 
bigger lakes. Our Vertical High Lift even features 60 inches of travel for high energy lakes. All 
include superior soft vinyl bunks, aircraft quality aluminum, stainless-steel cables, oversized 
pulleys and stainless steel hardware. 
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    MODEL
BDL1351PWC
BDL1362VHL
BDL1584PWC

CAPACITY
 1300 LBS.
 1300 LBS.
 1500 LBS.

  LIFT 
HEIGHT
   36”
   60”
   40”

BEAM
WIDTH
   51”
   62”
   84”

         LEG 
ADJUSTMENT
       4@20”
       4@20”
       4@20’

Bulmann Personal Watercraft Lifts 
provide a safe and convenient 
place to dock your personal water 
craft. This lift features 36” of lift 
that prevents your craft from being 
knocked off by high waves or fluc-
tuating water levels. Four PVC 
vertical guides are standard. The 
optional bow stop is a great way to 
position your PWC perfectly every 
time. Canopies are also available.

The Bulmann Small Boat Lift’s 
“A”-frame design makes it the 
sturdiest little lift on the market. 
This lift features 40” of lift that 
prevents your craft from being 
knocked off by high waves or 
fluctuating water levels. Several 
accessories are available to 
make this lift even more user 
friendly, including vertical 
guides, bow stop, and canopy.

BDL1351PWC BDL1584SBL
Designed for high energy 
lakes, these lifts offer more 
vertical travel than our stan-
dard lifts. 60 inches of travel 
perfectly suits high energy 
lakes, canals, and rivers with 
moderate water depth varia-
tions. The remote-controlled 
winch is solar charged, stan-
dard across all options on this 
model. 

BDL1362VHL

MIN. WATER
     DEPTH
12” + hull draft
13” + hull draft
12” = hull draft



DOUBLE HYDRAULIC PWC LIFT
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HAVING FUN HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY!

OPTIONAL CANOPY

STANDARD GUIDES 
& BOW STOP

Our two place Hydraulic PWC Lift features push button operation with 6 guide posts and a bow stop to 
keep each PWC in perfect position every time! Super convenient button placement allows the operator to 
raise and lower the lift while they’re seated on the watercraft. This is hands down the most user friendly 
PWC lift on the market. Bulmann Dock & Lift uses high grade aluminum, stainless steel hardware and 
cables, and custom pulleys. Our Hydraulic PWC Lift is built to stand the test of time! The Hydraulic PWC 
Lift can be made to accept 4’, 5‘, and 6’ wide dock sections for a walkway between the lifts. The standard 
size is 4’ wide by 10’ long.  

This extra deep canopy allows your PWC’s to be 
tucked up & out of the sun’s harmful UV rays. 
Every canopy comes with a standard built-in 
door that makes access and coverage second to 
none! Many fabric colors are available. 

Bulmann Dock & Lifts Hydraulic Double PWC Lift 
includes 6 vertical PVC guide posts and 2 vertical 
bow stop posts to consistently keep you in position 
while landing or launching your watercraft. These 
vertical guides and the push button operation allow 
one person to easily launch or land the craft, even 
in rough water. 

If you’re tired of trying to hold your jet ski in place while jumping on the dock and 
cranking the wheel furiously before your watercraft floats out to sea, you need to 
consider Bulmann Dock & Lift’s Double Hydraulic PWC Lift.
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FREE STANDING
Another outstanding feature this lift offers is a great option for lakefronts that have shallow water for long 
distances. If you need a football field’s length worth of dock to get to deep enough water, free standing this 
lift can save money by eliminating the need for such long docks. This unit has a built-in dock you can walk 
onto when you reach the lift. Plus, there’s no need to run power cables to the lift because the power source 
is integrated on the lift. The solar panel will continuously maintain the battery’s charge. 

        MODEL
BDLPWCDBLH
BDLPWCDBLH4
BDLPWCDBLH6

CAPACITY
 1300 LBS. (2)
 1300 LBS. (2)
 1300 LBS. (2)

  LIFT 
HEIGHT
    42”
    42”
    42”

DOCK
WIDTH
   N/A
     4’
     6’

         LEG 
ADJUSTMENT
       4@27”
       4@27”
       4@27”

  FRAME
  WIDTH
    140.25”
    186.75”
    210.75”

FOOTPAD
  WIDTH
    142.25”
    188.75”
    212.75”

MIN. WATER
     DEPTH
12” + hull draft
12” + hull draft
12” + hull draft
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VERTICAL BOAT LIFTS
2,500 & 4,000 lb. Capacity

Industry leading 2/16 boat lift warranty!

Bulmann Dock & Lift offers the best boat

lift warranty in the industry. See dealer or 

manufacturer for details.

    MODEL
 BDL2598M
BDL40108M
BDL40120M

CAPACITY
 2500 LBS.
 4000 LBS.
 4000 LBS.

  LIFT 
HEIGHT
   54”
   54”
   54”   

BEAM
WIDTH

98”
108” 
120” 

         LEG 
ADJUSTMENT
       4@36”
       4@36”
       4@36”      

OVER ALL
WIDTH
 108” 
121”
131”
     

MIN. WATER
     DEPTH
 5” + hull draft
 5” + hull draft
 5” + hull draft

Our Vertical Shallow Water Boat Lifts are the best built lifts on the market. Standard double V 
side frame construction provides uncompromised strength and unobstructed accessibility.  
Additional diagonal bracing on the front and back prevent side to side swaying in strong 
winds. Lightweight aluminum construction along with stainless steel cables provide a rock 
solid structure that puts worrying to rest. Solid aluminum pulleys are mounted on custom 
machined stainless pins with grease fittings reducing wear on these vital components. This 
combination of top quality materials and superior construction is the reason a Bulmann Boat 
Lift will provide you with years of worry free use. 

SOLID MATERIALS & SUPERIOR CONSTRUCTION
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Large diameter, 
full width alumi-
num pulleys 
ensure long cable 
life and make 
cable derailment 
impossible.

All four legs are easily 
adjustable (36” of 
adjustment) and the 
adjustment bolts are 
located higher than 
most lifts so you are 
able to make adjust-
ments without diving. 

Custom machined 
stainless pulley 
pins have grease 
fittings to provide 
a lifetime of worry 
free use.

Vinyl bunks will not 
scratch the hull of 
your boat. There is 
no rotting wood or 
carpet to tear. These 
are truly mainte-
nance free bunks.

Bulmann vertical boat lifts can accommodate much shallower water than most 
lifts. Our boat lifts are designed so that the lifting bed drops down inside the 
frame allowing it to sit on the lake bottom. This feature makes a Bulmann Boat 
Lift your best choice for shallow water conditions.   

These above features are found throughout all of our hydraulic lifts.
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CLASS I VERTICAL HYDRAULIC BOAT LIFTS
4,000, 6,000 & 7,500 lb. Capacity

Our Vertical Shallow Water Boat Lifts are the best-built lifts on the market. Standard double V side 
frame construction provides uncompromised strength and unobstructed accessibility. Additional 
diagonal bracing on the front and back prevents side to side swaying in strong winds. Lightweight 
aluminum construction, along with stainless steel cables, provides a rock-solid structure that puts 
worries to rest. Solid aluminum pulleys mounted on custom machined stainless steel pins with 
integrated grease fittings reduce wear on these vital components. This combination of top quality 
materials and superior construction is the reason a Bulmann Boat Lift will provide you with years of 
worry-free use.

 MODEL
BDL40108H
BDL40120H
BDL60120H
BDL75120H
BDL75132H

BDL40120VHL
BDL60120VHL
BDL75120VHL
BDL75132VHL

CAPACITY
 4000 LBS.
 4000 LBS.
 6000 LBS.
 7500 LBS.
 7500 LBS.
4000 LBS.
6000 LBS.
7500 LBS.
7500 LBS.

  LIFT 
HEIGHT

   56”
   56”
   56”
   56”
   56”
   80”
   80”
   80”
   80”

BEAM
WIDTH

 108”
 120”
 120”
 120”
 132”
120”
120”
120”
132”

         LEG 
ADJUSTMENT
      4@31.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@31.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”

OVER ALL
  WIDTH

   121”
   133”
   135”
   135”
   147”
   133”
   135”
   135”
   147”

MIN. WATER
     DEPTH
   5” + hull draft
   5” + hull draft
6.5” + hull draft
6.5” + hull draft
6.5” + hull draft
  5” +  hull draft
6.5” + hull draft
6.5” + hull draft
6.5” + hull draft

• Remote controlled. One person can easily operate the lift and either launch or land their boat.  
• Fast and quiet operation.  
• Hydraulic cylinder and integrated power source are located above the water, self contained on 
the lift and protected from the elements. 
• A single hydraulic cylinder provides the force to smoothly and efficiently lift your boat out of the 
water.
• Cables aren’t wound or wrapped. The stainless steel cables move around large diameter pulleys, 
eliminating cable on cable contact, providing maximum life.
• A new safety standard! A welded counter balance valve adds additional hydraulic safety for your 
investment.

NOTABLE FEATURES
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Remote Controlled and Solar Charged!

V side frame con-
struction provides 
unobstructed 
accessibility for 
boarding your 
boat.

All four legs are easily adjust-
able (36” of adjustment) and 
the adjustment bolts are locat-
ed higher than most lifts so you 
are able to make adjustments 
without diving. Square tubing 
helps to ensure the leg will not 
turn and the holes will line up.  

Think inside the box! That’s what we did when 
we designed this attractive housing. A 
high-density polyethylene cover offers excel-
lent protection and easy access to the battery 
and motor while also providing a clean look. It 
not only protects the motor and battery from 
the elements but looks good doing it! The 
cover can be removed by merely unhinging 
four rubber latches. Once removed, the vital 
components are exposed if service is needed.  

Diagonal bracing on the front 
and back prevent swaying side 
to side in strong winds. 

Custom machined stainless 
pulley pins have grease 
fittings to provide a lifetime 
of worry free use. Large 
diameter full width alumi-
num pulleys insure long 
cable life and make cable 
derailment impossible.

The hydraulic cylinder design features a welded coun-
terbalance valve. This valve locks the cylinder and helps 
to prevent drifting or retraction when not in use. This 
new safety feature is standard on all of our class 1 
hydraulic boat lifts. With the cylinder located out of the 
water, protected from the elements, and not obstruct-
ing the lake bottom, this design allows the lifting bed to 
lower further than other models. This feature also 
makes our lift the best option in shallow water situa-
tions. Keeping hydraulic components out of the harsh 
marine environment extends cylinder life and keeps 
maintenance to a minimum.
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CLASS II VERTICAL HYDRAULIC BOAT LIFTS
10,000, 14,000, 20,000, 26,000, & 32,000 lb. Capacity

Why keep your boat miles away at the marina? Why fight summer 
traffic to go boating? Buy a Bulmann Boat Lift and have your boat 
ready as soon as you walk out your door!

What sets the patented Bulmann Vertical Hydraulic Lift apart from the competition is 
that all of the moving parts are out of the water when raised. The hydraulics and elec-
trical components are all self-contained and covered to provide a clean appearance. 
Covered moving parts and electrical accessories offer a level of safety that is second to 
none. Bulmann Vertical Hydraulic Lifts offer an array of user-friendly controls and 
accessories. All hydraulic lifts come standard with two remote control key fobs so you 
can operate your lift from the boat or on the walk down the dock. Another convenient 
standard feature is the night time docking light, also activated with the remote control.
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    MODEL
BDL100131
BDL100154
BDL140154
BDL200175
BDL260175
BDL320182

CAPACITY
 10000 LBS.
 10000 LBS.
 14000 LBS.
 20000 LBS.
 26000 LBS.
 32000 LBS.

  LIFT 
HEIGHT
   60”
   60”
   60”
   60”
   60”
   60”

BEAM
WIDTH
   131”
   154”
   154”
   175”
   175”
   182”

         LEG 
ADJUSTMENT
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”
      4@34.5”

OVER ALL
  WIDTH
    151.5”
     183”
     183”
     205”
     205”
     212”

MIN. WATER
     DEPTH
12” + hull draft
12” + hull draft
12” + hull draft
14” + hull draft
14” + hull draft
16” + hull draft

Industry leading 2/16 boat lift warranty!

Bulmann Dock & Lift offers the best boat 

lift warranty in the industry. See dealer or 

manufacturer for details.

Hydraulic pump supplies the 
brute power necessary to lift 
your boat out of the water.

Solar maintained DC battery 
power is safer than exposed 
110 or 220 volt AC extension 
cords found on other lifts.

Billet aluminum lifting pulleys 
with bronze bushings and 
greasable stainless pins will 
provide a lifetime of worry 
free use.

Total aluminum housing pro-
tects the vital components.

Hydraulic cylinders are out of 
the water and protected from 
the weather, minerals and 
marine organisms.

Stainless steel cable will 
never rust or corrode.

Bulmann vertical hydraulic lifts can accommodate much shallower water than most 
hydraulic lifts. This is because the boat is raised up with hydraulic cylinders that are 
mounted at the top of the boat lift. Also, the lift beams drop down inside the frame 
making this lift your best choice for shallow water conditions. 

THE BULMANN LIFTING SYSTEM!

Some Class II Hydraulic lifts are built to order. 
Plan ahead and allow time for fabrication and 
delivery.
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BOAT LIFT ACCESSORIES

This system puts you in the captain’s seat. Even during rough water and high wind conditions, this 
system will protect your boat and lift by correctly positioning the boat onto the bunks. Our guides 
begin beyond the lift and actually “catch” and straighten the watercraft before it’s in the lift.

Vertical PVC posts only touch the rub rails of a boat, and guide the lift straight to the bow stops. This 
system’s width can be adjusted to your boats dimensions. This ensures a correct position in the lift 
every time you use it. Landing a boat on a lift without Ultimate Guides during a storm could cost you 
more than just a wet deck!         

Bulmann’s Worry Free Solution to Landing and Launching

Pontoon ultimate guides provide the best protection for 
your pontoon boat when entering the lift. These short, 
vertical PVC tubes contact the inside of the pontoons 
guiding your boat to the center of the lift. These guides 
also include a bow stop which is the best way to stop your 
boat in the correct position every time. These guides are 
adjustable and can be fit to your boat.

PONTOON ULTIMATE GUIDES

The Ultimate Guide System

By positioning the rear guides 
behind the canopy, your boat 
and lift cannot collide. The rail 
the guides sit on is adjustable. 
The Ultimate Guide system can 
be fit to your boats exact size. 
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Bow stops are the best way to stop the boat in its 
correct position. Vertical PVC posts allow the boat 
to move up and down in rough water conditions 
making contact with only the boats rub rail. 

An alternative guide system for pontoons, the 
horizontal guides catch the outside of the toons. A 
bow stop is recommended with this. 

Getting on and off the boat can be difficult for 
some. This adjustable step is perfect for bridging 
the gap between boat and dock.

Our 8 Post Vertical Guides provide great protection 
for your boat. These vertical PVC guides only con-
tact the rub rail of the boat, preventing the hull 
from making contact with the frame. The width 
between the guides is adjustable for perfect posi-
tioning every time. Recommended for moderate 
wind and wave conditions.

BOW STOP

Horizontal Guides

An installation essential. Wheel brackets attach to 
the lift frame and stay on year round. These brack-
ets provide a place to connect a wheel with a spin-
dle to make installation much easier.  

WHEEL BRACKETS & SPINDLES

ULTIMATE GUIDE STEP

8 POST GUIDES
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Our canopies maximize the amount of coverage for your boat. By 
design, Bulmann canopies offer more depth than the industry 
standard. With this deep frame construction, we can provide your 
watercraft with better protection from the sun's damaging rays 
and driving precipitation. Installing a Bulmann canvas is a breeze! 
Just pull the attached bungee cords over the buttons on the 
frame, and you're covered. Our canopies are made with TOP GUN
™ fabric, which is an acrylic-coated 100% woven polyester materi-
al. The deeper construction of our standard canopy frame com-
bined with TOP GUN™ fabric will provide your boat with excellent 
protection from the elements. 

Our often imitated High Rise Canopy 
offers the ultimate in protection for 
those hard to cover high profile boats. 
This unique and stylish design features 
a rear door that opens to allow the 
vessel to enter or exit the lift. With the 
door closed and the boat raised, the 
High Rise provides superior protection 
from the elements. Keeping your boat 
looking new from bow to stern. The 
High Rise Canopy is excellent for water-
craft with wake-board towers, radar 
arches, bimini tops, and boats with tall 
center consoles. Ask about our new 
powered rear door option! Great for 
outboards and stern or aft areas that 
are hard to maneuver around.

HIGH RISE CANOPY

CANOPY
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Our canopy bird stop posts provide a place to tie bird line above your canopy. This barrier helps 
deter seagulls and other waterfowl from landing. Bird stop posts are the best option for keeping 
your canvas clear of bird droppings. 

CANOPY BIRD STOP POSTS

CANVAS COLOR SELECTION
Our color selection is second to none! With 20 colors to choose from we have 
more options than you can shake a stick at! Please note that color swatches are 
an approximation. To see the exact color of the fabric, please request a sample 
card.

*Premium color, subject to change

463-Caribbean Blue
462-Aquamarine
478-Teal
466-Turquoise
479-Forest Green
464-Royal Blue*
473-Harbor Blue
474-Navy Blue
467-Sea Gull Gray
458-Charcoal
471-Onyx Black
468-Arctic White
472-Birch
461-Sand
470-Buckskin Tan
465-Hemp Beige
459-Taupe
469-Chocolate Brown
477-Sunset Red*
476-Burgundy*
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www.bulmanndock.com

In 1998, Bulman Dock & Lift was founded by Steve and Becky Bulmann. What started as any other 
installation company quickly grew into something distinctly different from anyone else. Steve’s years 
of experience with products from other manufacturers allowed him to identify a need in the market. 
His customers on Lake Charlevoix, MI wanted more out of their lakefront living experience. Steve set 
out to develop better products with these critical factors in mind: appearance, ease of installation and 
removal, low maintenance, longevity, user-friendliness, and value.
In 2001, Bulmann Dock & Lift was able to move from Steve and Becky’s pole barn to lease a dedicated 
manufacturing facility in Boyne Falls, Michigan. Here, Bulmann began its endless journey to sharpen 
its manufacturing ability. The product line quickly expanded to include boat lifts, and with it came the 
start of an exceptional team of employees dedicated to providing the best customer service possible. 
This was the foundation for our culture today. 
In the fall of 2013, the company was able to purchase a much larger facility in Boyne City, Michigan. 
Since that purchase the facility has seen three major additions. The first was completed in 2018, and 
the second finished in the fall of 2022. Over the years, our dealer network has expanded across the 
Midwestern United States, and even internationally into Canada. 
Here at Bulmann, our core culture has built it all. Steve Bulmann’s motivation for creating BDL began 
with a desire to provide for the future family he wanted to create with wife, Becky. Our purpose today 
is to provide career opportunities that enable the means to a good quality life for team members, and 
to provide unparalleled support for dealers. In simpler words, to provide for the family. Today, that 
family includes many more than those with the Bulmann last name. We hope we can welcome you to 
the family soon.


